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Dealing with Dictators

Delirious Naples

October 2017 562pp
9780253033710 NIP £27.99
Indiana University Press

July 2018 288pp
30 color illus., 28 b&w illus.
9780823279999 PB £27.99
9780823279982 HB £100.00
Fordham University Press

The United States, Hungary, and
East Central Europe, 1942-1989
LASZLO BORHI
TRANSLATED BY JASON VINCZ

Explores America’s efforts to make
the dictatorships of Eastern
Europe less tyrannical and more
responsive to the country’s
international interests during the
Cold War era. US policies included
a mix of economic and
psychological warfare, subversion,
cultural and economic penetration,
and coercive diplomacy. Through
careful examination of American
and Hungarian sources, László
Borhi assesses why some policies
toward Hungary achieved their
goals while others were not
successful. The story of the process
by which the transition from Soviet
satellite to independent state
occurred in Hungary sheds light on
the dynamics of systemic change
in international politics at the end
of the Cold War.

A Cultural History of the City of the
Sun
EDITED BY PELLEGRINO D'ACIERNO
& STANISLAO G. PUGLIESE

Naples is a mysterious metropolis:
it is an enigma to outsiders, and
also to the Neapolitans
themselves. Its very impenetrableness is what makes it so deliriously
and irresistibly attractive. The
essays attempt to give some hints
to the answer of the enigma,
without parsing it into neat
scholastic formulas. In doing this,
the book will be an important
means of opening Naples to
students, scholars and members of
the community at large who are
engaged in “identity-work.” A
primary goal has been to establish
a dialogue with leading Neapolitan
intellectuals and artists, and, ultimately, ensure that the “deliriously
Neapolitan” dance continues.

Distributing Status

The Evolution of State Honours in
Western Europe
SAMUEL CLARK

June 2018 536pp
9780773546011 NIP £27.99
McGill-Queen's University Press

Presents a comprehensive
explanation of the origins and
evolution of state honours in the
British Isles, France, and the Low
Countries. Examining cultural,
social, and political changes that
led to the massive growth in state
honours and shaped their characteristcs, Clark also demonstrates
their functions as instruments of
cultural, collective, disciplinary, and
status power. Clark supporst his
conclusions with a cross-cultural
analysis of twenty societies. Lucid
and logical, the book explicates an
important historical change in
Western Europe while at the same
time contributing to several bodies
of sociological literature, including
evolutionary theory, theories of
collective action, writings on
discipline in modern societies, and
studies of status processes.

The Secret Within

Hermits, Recluses, and Spiritual
Outsiders in Medieval England
WOLFGANG RIEHLE
TRANSLATED BY
CHARITY SCOTT-STOKES

May 2018 448pp
16 b&w halftones
9781501725166 NIP £23.99
Cornell University Press

Offers the first comprehensive
history of English medieval
mysticism in decades. Covering
the twelfth to fifteenth centuries,
Riehle grounds his narrative in the
broader spiritual landscape of the
Middle Ages, pointing out both
prior influences dating back to
Late Antiquity and corresponding
developments in mysticism and
theology on the Continent. He
discusses the problem of possible
differences between male and
female spirituality and the
movement of popularizing
mysticism in the late Middle Ages.

Distribution via Marston Book Services* Call: +44 (0)1235 465500 Email: trade.orders@marston.co.uk
Order direct from CAP online: www.combinedacademic.co.uk
*From April 1st 2018 University of Minnesota Press will move distribution from NBN International to Marston**
From March 1st 2018 Cornell University Press will move distribution from NBN International to Marston**
(Before these dates you can continue to order from NBN. Call: +44 (0)1752 202301 Email: orders@nbninternational.com)
**All recorded dues for University of Minnesota Press and Cornell University Press will be transferred from NBN to Marston after handover dates.

Communists and Their
Victims
The Quest for Justice in the
Czech Republic
ROMAN DAVID

April 2018 304pp
26 illus.
9780812250145 HB £64.00
Pennsylvania Studies in Human
Rights
University of Pennsylvania Press

Analyzes the outcomes of policies
aimed at dealing with the
communist regime from the
perspective of victims,
communists, and society to
determine which measures
effectively overcame the past.

Giuliano de' Medici

Machiavelli’s Prince in Life and Art
JOSEPHINE JUNGIC

April 2018 328pp
9780773553200 HB £36.00
McGill-Queen's University Press

A refreshing re-examination of
Giuliano’s life. Jungic interprets
works of art, books, and letters to
construct a new narrative of
Giuliano’s life, as a man who
advocated restraint and rentention
of republican traditions, who was
loved and admired by some of the
most talented and famous men of
his day.

Entangled Empires

Garsington Revisited

Gender, Generation, and
Journalism in France,
1910-1940

The Anglo-Iberian Atlantic,
1500-1830
EDITED BY
JORGE CAÑIZARES-ESGUERRA

The Legend of Lady Ottoline Morrell
Brought Up-to-Date
SANDRA J. DARROCH

Reveals entanglement as a process
that was conentstitutive to the
development of colonies and
empires. Bringing together a large
geography and chronology, the
book highlights the importance of
understanding connections
between the English and Iberian
imperial projects.

Lady Ottoline Morrell was the foremost host of the Bloomsbury set,
offering sustenance and friendship
to Virginia Woolf, Vanessa Bell, TS
Eliot, DH Lawrence, Duncan Grant
and her lover Bertrand Russell, to
name but a few. This book is a
revised and updated edition of the
author’s original biography of
Ottoline first published in 1975.

Investigates the careers and
written work of ten women who
regularly reported in the national,
Paris-based dailies. This book
debunks lingering essentialist
notions about women’s entry into
journalism, and through systematic
analysis further queries claims
about a feminine style of reporting.

Governing Irregular
Migration

Have the Mountains
Fallen?

Inside the Gate

February 2018 312pp
9780253032447 PB £19.99
9780253032423 HB £64.00
Indiana University Press

May 2018 288pp
9781517904968 PB £15.99
University of Minnesota Press

February 2018 368pp
2 illus.
9780812249835 HB £44.00
University of Pennsylvania Press

Bordering Culture, Labour, and
Security in Spain
DAVID MOFFETTE
January 2018 244pp
4 tables, 1 illus.
9780774836128 HB £72.00
Law and Society
UBC Press

Analyzes immigration governance
in Spain, exploring the dynamics of
inclusion and exclusion as play at
one of Europe’s southern borders.
Examines Spain’s processes of immigration governance and reveals
the complicated series of legal
obstacles facing many migrants.

June 2017 456pp
56 b&w illus.
9780861967377 PB £27.99
John Libbey Publishing

MARY LYNN STEWART

June 2018 320pp
9780773553231 HB £36.00
McGill-Queen's University Press

Loss and Redemption in the Cold War
JEFFREY B. LILLEY

Sigrid Undset's Life at Bjerkebæk
Nan Bentzen Skille
TRANSLATED BY TIINA NUNNALLY

Traces the lives of two men as they
confronted the full threat and
legacy of the Soviet empire.
Through personal and intersecting
narratives of loss, love, and
longing for a homeland forever
changed, a clearer picture
emerges of the experience of the
Cold War from the other side.

Nan Bentzen Skille’s lively narrative
presents an intimate portrait of
Sigrid Undset’s intense emotional
life and creative endeavors, with
Bjerkebæk at the center of it all.
Many photographs vividly illustrate
the text. For readers who have
long admired Undset’s literature,
Inside the Gate provides profound
new insights.

Inventing Pollution

Coal, Smoke, and Culture in Britain
since 1800
PETER THORSHEIM
January 2018 320pp
9780821423110 PB £20.99
Series in Ecology and History
Ohio University Press

Laboratory of Socialist
Development

Cold War Politics and Decolonization
in Soviet Tajikistan
ARTEMY KALINOVSKY
May 2018 320pp
16 b&w halftones, 2 maps
9781501715563 HB £34.00
Cornell University Press

This reissue of Thorsheim’s farreaching study on the understanding of coal smoke in the
nineteenth-century includes a new
preface that reveals the book’s relevance to the contentious national
and international debates around
coal, air pollution more generally,
and around the grave threat of
human-induced climate change.

Kalinovsky places the Soviet development of central Asia in a global
context, connecting high politics
and intellectual debates with the
life histories and experiences of
workers, scholars and engineers.
Kalinovsky pushes readers to consider similarities between socialist
and capitalist development.

My Life as a Spy

Oh Capitano!

May 2018 320pp
29 illus.
9780822370819 PB £20.99
9780822370666 HB £80.00
Duke University Press

The Fabulous Life of Celso Cesare
Moreno on Four Continents
RUDOLPH J. VECOLI &
FRANCESCO DURANTE
EDITED BY DONNA R. GABACCIA
TRANSLATED BY
ELIZABETH O. VENDITTO

As Verdery observes, "there's
nothing like reading your secret
police file to make you wonder
who you really are." Part memoir,
part detective story, part
anthropological analysis, Verdery’s
book offers a personal account of
how government surveillance
worked during the Cold War and
how Verdery experienced it.

Traces the life of the multi-faceted
and irreducible Italian adventurer
and sea captain, who became a
critical player in the era of Imperial
expansion in the nineteenth
century.

Investigations in a Secret Police File
KATHERINE VERDERY

June 2018 272pp
9780823279876 PB £23.99
9780823279869 HB £108.00
Fordham University Press

Life Embodied

Mussolini's Children

The Promise of Vital Force in Spanish
Modernity
NICOLÁS FERNÁNDEZ-MEDINA

Race and Elementary Education in
Fascist Italy
EDEN KNUDSEN MCLEAN

Beginning in the late 1600s and
concluding with the early
twentieth-century, this
ground-breaking study explores
the idea that concepts of vital
force served as powerful vehicles
to interrogate the possibilities and
limits of corporeality across the
evolution of modernity in Spain.

Uses the lens of state-mandated
youth culture to analyze the evolution of official racism in Fascist
Italy. Eden K. McLean assembles
evidence from state policies, elementary textbooks, pedagogical
journals, and other educational
materials to illustrate the contours
of a Fascist racial ideology as it
evolved over eighteen years.

Other Englands

Petersburg

June 2018 424pp
9780773553378 PB £29.99
9780773553361 HB £96.00
McGill-Queen's University Press

Utopia, Capital, and Empire in an Age
of Transition
SARAH HOGAN
May 2018 280pp
9781503605169 HB £48.00
Stanford University Press

Examines the rise of the early
English utopia in the context of
emergent capitalism. Above all, it
asserts that this literary genre was
always already an expression of
social crisis and economic
transition, a context refracted in
the origin stories and imagined
geographies common to its early
modern form.

July 2018 354pp
6 illus.
9781496206428 HB £44.00
University of Nebraska Press

ANDREI BELY
FOREWORD BY OLGA MATICH
TRANSLATED BY ROBERT A.
MAGUIRE & JOHN E. MALMSTAD
May 2018 416pp
9780253034113 PB £14.99
Indiana University Press

Nabokov ranked Petersburg one
of the four greatest prose masterpieces of the 20th century. This
new edition of the best-selling
translation offers the translator’s
detail commentary, which provides
the necessary historical and literary
context, and a foreword by Matich,
acclaimed expert on Slavic
literature.

Resettling the Borderlands
State Relocations and Ethnic Conflict
in the South Caucasus
FARID SHAFIYEV
May 2018 376pp
9780773553538 PB £36.00
9780773553521 HB £88.00
McGill-Queen's University Press

Investigates the nexus between
imperial practices, foreign policy,
religious, and ethnic conflicts.
Shafiyev offers insights on the
complexities of empure-builing,
and managing space and people
in the Muslim borderlands to
reveal the impact of demographic
changes on the
Armenian-Azerbajani conflict.

The Improvisatore

A Novel of Italy
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN
TRANSLATED BY FRANK HUGUS
May 2018 368pp
9781517903978 PB £23.99
9781517903961 HB £96.00
University Of Minnesota Press

Published to great acclaim in 1835,
Hans Christian Andersen’s debut
novel, The Improvisatore, initially
eclipsed his fairy tales, which first
appeared in the same year.
Andersen, the captivating teller of
enchanted tales, is very much in
evidence in this classic
Bildungsroman inspired by his
earlier travels.

Risen from Ruins

The Cultural Politics of Rebuilding
East Berlin
PAUL STANGL

April 2018 368pp
9781503603202 HB £52.00
Stanford Studies on Central and
Eastern Europe
Stanford University Press

Examines the cultural politics of
the rebuilding of East Berlin from
World War II until the Berlin Wall,
combining political analysis with
spatial and architectural history to
examine how the political agenda
of East German elites and the
ruling Socialist Unity Party played
out in the built environment.

The Migrant Canon in
Twenty-First-Century
France
OANA SABO

April 2018 228pp
9781496204943 HB £40.00
University of Nebraska Press

Explains the causes of
twenty-first-century global
migrations and their impact on
French literature and the French
literary establishment. A marginal
genre in 1980s France, since the
turn of the century
“migrant literature” has become
central to criticism and publishing.

Speaking of Slavery

Color, Ethnicity, and Human Bondage
in Italy
STEVEN A. EPSTEIN
May 2018 240pp
1 color plate
9781501725128 NIP £19.99
Cornell University Press

The Experimental
Imagination

Literary Knowledge and Science in
the British Enlightenment
TITA CHICO
June 2018 280pp
9781503605442 HB £48.00
Stanford University Press

In this first history of slavery in Italy,
Epstein shows that the ways
Italians process ideas of race and
labor are affected by the language
used in medieval Italy to sustain a
system of slavery. For Epstein,
language is crucial to
understanding slavery, preserving
the hidden conditions of that
institution.

Challenging the "two cultures"
debate, this book tells the story of
how literariness came to be distinguished from its epistemological
sibling, science, as a source of
truth about the natural and social
worlds in the British
Enlightenment. Chico shows that
early science relied on literary
knowledge to present its findings.

Venice's Intimate Empire

What Does It Mean to Be
Post-Soviet?

Family Life and Scholarship in the
Renaissance Mediterranean
ERIN MAGLAQUE

June 2018 232pp
5 b&w halftones, 2 line drawings,
1 map
9781501721656 HB £44.00
Cornell University Press

Mining private writings and
humanist texts, Maglaque explores
the lives of two Venetian
noblemen, Giovanni Bembo and
Pietro Coppo. Through these men
and their families, Maglaque
explores the relationship between
humanism, empire, and family.

Decolonial Art from the Ruins of the
Soviet Empire
MADINA TLOSTANOVA
June 2018 168pp
21 illus.
9780822371274 PB £17.99
9780822371342 HB £68.00
On Decoloniality
Duke University Press

Observing how the concept of the
happy future has lapsed from the
post-Soviet imagination,
Tlostanova shows how the possible
way out of such a sense of
futurelessness lies in the
engagement with activist art.

